
 

The present invention relates to a method and a circuit for charging a battery comprising a secondary cell in which an electric charge is stored, comprising the steps of: detecting the voltage at the terminals of said cell; when this voltage is higher than an electroconductance threshold value, starting periodic current injection from said charger into said terminal that provides more elevated voltage then
the other terminal. In general, in one aspect, the present invention provides for a method of charging battery comprising secondary cell storing electric power therein including: detecting voltage at terminals of said cells; when this voltage is higher than electroconductance threshold value periodically injecting current from said charger into terminal providing more elevated voltage than other terminal.
In general, in a further aspect, the present invention provides a stand-alone battery charger for a battery comprising secondary cell storing electric charge therein including: a two sensors is used to detect voltage at terminals of said cells; when this voltage is higher than electroconductance threshold value, inject current from said charger into terminal providing more elevated voltage than other terminal.
In general, in another aspect, the present invention provides a stand-alone battery charger for a battery comprising secondary cell storing electric power therein including: A sensor is used to detect voltage at terminals of said cells; when this voltage is higher than electroconductance threshold value periodically injecting current from said charger into terminal providing more elevated voltage than other
terminal. In general, in a further aspect, the present invention provides a stand-alone battery charger for a battery comprising secondary cell storing electric charge therein including: a circuit adapted to detect voltage at terminals of said cells; when this voltage is higher than electroconductance threshold value, inject current from said charger into terminal providing more elevated voltage than other
terminal. In general, in another aspect, the present invention provides a method of charging the batteries including: detecting the voltage at terminals of said cell; when this voltage is higher than an electroconductance threshold value periodically injecting current from said charger into terminal providing more elevated voltage than other terminal. In general, in a further aspect, the present invention
provides a method of charging the batteries including: detecting the voltage at terminals of said cell; when this voltage is higher than an electroconductance threshold value periodically injecting current from said charger into terminal providing more elevated voltage than other terminal. In general, in another aspect, the present invention provides a method of charging battery comprising secondary cell
storing electric charge therein including: sensing the voltage at terminals of said cells; if this voltage is higher than electromagnet current threshold value... inject current from said charger into terminal providing more elevated voltage than other terminal. In general, in a further aspect, the present invention provides a method of charging battery comprising secondary cell storing electric charge therein
including: sensing the voltage at terminals of said cells; if this voltage is higher than electromagnet current threshold value periodically injecting current from said charger into terminal providing more elevated voltage than other terminal. In general, in another aspect, the present invention provides a method of charging battery comprising secondary cell storing electric charge therein including: sensing
the voltage at terminals of said cells; if this voltage is higher than an electroconductance threshold value periodically injecting current from said charger into terminal providing more elevated voltage than other terminal.
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